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 Network New Words is a product of social development and language  
evolution, it recorded contemporary social culture and language features with  
distinct characteristics of the times. This paper takes the Network New Words of 
Sharp Words during 2010—2013 as the research object, giving a more comprehensive  
analysis of the language features of Network New Words, and using the method of  
corpus processing and comprehensive analysis, combination of qualitative and 
quantitative, comparative analysis, description and explanation. In addition, this  
paper also makes an explanation of Network New Words from the social culture and 
pragmatic value. I hope this paper could give people a better understanding of 
Network New Words and help people use them better, and also gives full play to its 
means of communication. 
The paper is divided into four parts. The first part namely the first chapter, 
mainly introduces the basis and the significance of the selected topic, the research 
situation of the Network New Words, the concepts involved in this paper, and the 
research object and method. 
The second part is the main body of this paper, including Chapter two, three and 
four, it investigates the linguistic features of Network New Words. The second chapter 
describes the syllabic and prosodic features: For the syllabic length, three syllable 
words are in the majority, and the syllable of words tend to be muti syllable; In terms 
of prosodic structure, "2 + 1" type of three syllable words with strong hierarchy and 
rhythm are in the majority for their manifestation of the part of speech of fixed 
structure and the additional structure. 
Chapter three describes its structure: Rhetorical word coinage has been used 
under high frequency for its rich characteristics of the times and the special 
expression effect, new ABB overlapping made word has been widely analogized for 
its connection with negative social events or wonderful characters; For 















same time, additional structure continue to increase because of the large appearance of 
quasi-affixes. 
The fourth chapter mainly discusses quasi-affixes and words group phenomenon: 
On the semantic features, quasi-affixes and words group shows human, neutral colors 
and color oral make the majority. For match features, single syllable attached noun 
form of human quasi-affixes in a dominant position, the characteristic of three 
syllable noun group basic and the consistent; For source and word-formation 
materials, most of the quasi-affixes comes from Chinese. The match composition also 
gives priority to Chinese characters, the combination of numbers, letters and other non 
Chinese character components. 
The third part is the fifth chapter, and this chapter gives a explanation of 
Network New Words on the perspectives of social culture and pragmatic value: 
Network New Words relates to many social fields, to reflect the words relates to many 
social fields, to reflect the words of different groups of people living conditions and 
the negative social phenomenon and events is the most prominent; They enrich the 
vocabulary of the Chinese language expression, assume a social public (mouthpiece) 
function, but the problem of non-standard coinage and unhealthy and semantic 
meaning are also exsited, the problems need to makes out the deficiencies of the 
research and the direction of further study. 
The fourth part is the sixth chapter of the paper, it gives a summary to the whole 
paper, and also makes out the deficiencies of the research and the direction of further 
study. 
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